1979
ALL AMERICA SELECTIONS
(Division I)

The National Association of Basketball Coaches of the United States
honors
The Players selected by the Coaches as All Americans
for their outstanding play and noteworthy achievement
in our great American game of basketball

First Team
LARRY BIRD, INDIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
EARVIN JOHNSON, MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
DAVID GREENWOOD, UCLA
MIKE GMINSKI, DUKE UNIVERSITY
SIDNEY MONCRIEF, UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS

Second Team
BILL CARTWRIGHT, UNIV. OF SAN FRANCISCO
MIKE O'KOREN, UNIV. OF NORTH CAROLINA
JIM SPARKEL, DUKE UNIVERSITY
KELLY TRIPUCKA, NOTRE DAME UNIVERSITY
REGINALD KING, UNIV. OF ALABAMA

Third Team
JOE PAXSON, UNIV. OF DAYTON
RONNIE LESTER, UNIV. OF IOWA
JOE BARRY CARROLL, PURDUE UNIVERSITY
DARRELL GRIFFITH, UNIV. OF LOUISVILLE
KYLE MACY, UNIV. OF KENTUCKY
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